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Charter party forms free

Contracts and Clauses Ships, Ports and Travel Planning Cargo News and Trending Training Events About Us and Our Members Website|| Ship employment || The definition of the charter side Charter party (usually abbreviated as C/P) (i) is a document containing the written terms of the charter contract between the shipowner and the charterer, usually referred to in the plural text, i.e. as owners and
charterers. (ii) determine the obligations, rights and obligations of the shipowner and charterer. (iii) a broker usually representing charterers shall, after negotiations and an agreement between both parties. (iv) is usually based on a specific publication of a recognised standard form (e.g. GENCON, BALTIME, NYPE). (v) is sometimes based on a certain charter side, which has already been carried out by
another vessel in the past in order to save effort and time in the negotiations on a wide range of conditions. (vi) a set of standard conditions normally attached to the printed form, accompanied by additional printed passenger clauses, unless all aspects of the parties' agreement are included. If there is a conflict between standard and rider conditions, the rider clauses override the standard clauses. (vii) there
may be a number of amendments to the standard terms and conditions as agreed by the parties. In general, the more amendments there are, the more legal disputes there are, and it is better to make as few changes as possible. (viii) may be in a modern box scheme, with simple wording of clauses (as in BIMCO-designed forms) or a more traditional style(sometimes) with rather archaic wording. (ix) may
contain annexes concerning special arrangements (as in the case of CRUISEVOY, which has five Annexes). x) may be an addendum and/or side letter of sensitive clauses. Cover letters are not legally as important as addenda. (xi) sign a broker representing either party of the contract, unless their principals sign it instead. (xii) it should ideally be balanced so that it does not favour one side at a
disadvantage. (Some charter parties, such as SUGAR CHARTER in 1999, are sometimes accused of bias.) Numerous forms of charter parties are used for various trades and purposes. Brokers and shipping practitioners generally prefer to use an off-the-shelf form that has been carefully crafted, modified and improved over the years to avoid legal pitfalls in order to create a completely new document for a
single charter. Many forms are more than one edition that has been modified and improved over the years. Brokers can still use an older version, but prefer a newer version that hasn't gained their trust. Modern charter party forms compiled by BIMCO9 are generally boxed schemes, while older forms are a common layout. For the BIMCO form, the variable information is given in the boxes in Part I, while the
standard terms and conditions are printed in Part II. Legally, the agreement is generally included in the I details, and any other variable details of rider clauses, etc. Travel charter forms Examples of travel charter party forms used in different occupations are: code name //Trade // Notes AFRICANPHOS // Moroccan phosphates //Chartered form. AMWELSH // Coal // American Welsh Coal C/P. Widely used.
ASBATANKVOY // Tanker // American form. AUSTWHEAT // Australian Wheat // Australian Wheat Council Form. BEEPEEVOY // Tanker //BP form used by many companies. CHEMTANKVOY // Chemicals // BIMCO form. Boxed layout. CRUISEVOY // Cruising form for cruise ship chartering core7 // Iron ore // Full name: Mediterranean iron ore C/P. FERTIVOY // Fertilizers // Unknown origin. GENCON //
General purpose // BIMCO form. 1922, 1976 and 1994. GRAINVOY // Grain // BIMCO form. INTERTANKVOY // Tanker intertanko form used by independent owners. NORGRAIN // North American cereal form. NUBALTWOOD // Wood // Used in Baltic trade. OREVOY // Iron ore // BIMCO form with box layout. PANSTONE // Stone (UK/Eire and N Continent trade) //BIMCO form last amended in 1995, but
retained the traditional layout. SHELLVOY // Tanker // Shell form used by many companies. Different publications. Time Charter Party Forms Used Time Charter Party Forms are: Codename // Trade // Notes ASBATIME // Dry cargo tram or liner // American form. BALTIME // Dry cargo tram or liner // BIMCO form. Boxed layout. Popular in short-term shipping. BEEPEESUPPLYTIME // Offshore service // BP
form. BEEPEETIME // Tanker // Widely used BP form with different versions. GENTIME 1999 // Dry cargo tram or container // Designed to replace BALTIME 1939 and LINERTIME and as an alternative to the NYPE. INTERTANKTIME // Tanker // Intertanko form. Used by independent owners. LINERTIME // Drylast // liner BIMCO form. Boxed layout. NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE (NYPE) // Dry cargo
tramp or liner Most commonly used time in C/P form. The 1946 version became more popular than the 1993 version. SHELL I AJA // Offshore Service // Shell Form. 1986. SHELLTIME // Tanker // Shell form, but it is widely used. Different versions. SUPPLYTIME // Offshore delivery // BIMCO form. TEXACOTIME // Tanker // Texaco form. Different versions. It is common for charterers to be allowed to sub-
release a vessel in whole or in part, provided that the charterer remains responsible to the shipowner for the performance of the original charter contract. It would therefore be possible for the vessel: 1. belongs to the bank or to the financial building; 2. hired or bareboat leased to company A; 3. company B scheduled by Lt A; 4. travel chartered by company C from Company B; 5. company C in its liner
shipping or sub-debris of company C by Company D . the obligations of the actual owner. Related Articles Different chaterparty transport clauses- How they are calculated Freight can be of the following types: Normal or chartering side freight ; proportionate loads; Prepaid or prepaid transport; Return freight transport; Ad vali value freight transport, Lumpsum transport; carriage of cargo of the transport
document; Ad valer for freight transport; Dead freight, etc. More..... The time limits and cancellation date under the cancellation agreement and the ignorant contract clause of the cancellation agreement are the last day and date from which, if the chartered vessel has not been submitted for loading, the charterers may reject it and cancel the charter contract. It is usually contained in a cancellation clause
stating that charterers are not entitled to cancel charters before the indicated cancellation date, even if it is obvious that the vessel cannot reach the port of loading by that date. More..... Different charter party clauses Posting clause : If cargo operations are completed before the end of eligibility, owners usually pay the charterer a cash fee, known as the posting of money or the posting of money. The
dispatch or dispatch of funds is defined as an agreed amount to be paid by the owners when the vessel ceases to load or land before the laytime expires. More..... Enter the charterer, shipper, consignee or other person to the charterer, receiver or other person when the ship has arrived in port or docks and is ready to land or land. More..... Chartering problems in loading ports When charterers repeatedly
reject the vessel due to unclean trèps or tanks, most chartering parties are clauses relating to the cleaning of compartments prior to loading. More..... Carriers free of cargo. More..... Cargo ships operating in liner shipping, whether in the carriage or trade in goods, shall be operated on one or more fixed lines, advertised, by regular... A liner ship shall receive all suitable cargo, if space permits. Most liners are
container ships, ro/ros or multi-purpose (ro-ro/lo-lo) vessels. More..... Liability as a carrier in a time order contract When sending cargo may be given to the sender as confirmation of a receipt (or equivalent document). The information on the helmsman's receipt is the basis of the bill of lading letter, which is prepared by the sender in many non-liners. More..... Rules on carrier obligations and liability Some
States have not adopted any set of rules for one reason or another which leaves the carrier in the port State, in the absence of national legislation, the possibility to decide which rules, if any, contract of carriage. More..... Sale of goods by way of stopover The Seller must give written instructions to the ship (e.g. by telex or fax) which the master should keep as evidence. The carrier is then obliged to return
the goods to the port, with the seller liable for return and other costs. More..... The sale of goods at a stopover in transit In order to determine whether the vessel has become a ship under the terms of the charter party, the master shall know whether the charter party is the charter side of the port or the charter side of the berth. Which of the parties carries the risk of delay after the arrival of the ship depends
on which one is the charterer. More..... Total down to the shipping ship's various employment guides: Charty party forms define the responsibilities, rights and obligations of the shipowner and charterer. Approved standard form (e.g. GENCON, BALTIME, NYPE)More ..... The nature of the time charteration The Charterer shall agree with the restrictions agreed upon by the agreed restrictions on a vessel with
specified technical characteristics with specified technical characteristics and subject to agreed restrictions. More..... Travel concessions contract for the carriage of a specified quantity of goods by that vessel between those ports or places. More..... Terms and conditions of bareboat chartering and leases Shipowners placed the ship (without crew) at the disposal of charterers and paid the capital costs, but
(usually) there are no other costs. More..... The ship's seaworthiness Vessel Must be suitable for encountering normal marine control (e.g. bad weather) and other accidental hazards which it encounters when travelling. More..... International Trade Concepts (INCOTERMS) for maritime transportINCOTERMS is a set of rules published by the International Chamber of Commerce which provide for a uniform
interpretation of the most commonly used trade terms used in international trade agreements. More..... Remittance procedure in maritime transportThe money transfer system, which is normally used in foreign trade to enable sellers to receive early payment, i.e. shortly after the goods are sent. More..... The contract of sale between the seller and the buyer of the goods The contract of sale between the
seller and the buyer of the goods is separate from the contract of carriage concluded by one party or another or a third party (e.g. the freight forwarder) with the carrier. More..... Persons involved in the carriage of goods by sea who make up links in the transport chain– sea carrier, freight forwarder, consignor, consignee, agent and banksMore ..... Carriage of goods by sea 1992 (COGSA 92) COGSA 92 3.
The party accepting or demanding the delivery of goods on which the bill of lading, the sea freight transport document or the ship's delivery letter are presented the same obligations as the original consignor. More..... Laytime Interpretation RulesThe rules, jointly issued by BIMCO, CMI, FONASBA and INTERCARGO, replace the 1980 Law. More..... CIF (cost, insurance and freight transport) used in
international trade terms (INCOTERMS) CIF means cost, insurance and freight (paid by name as a place), e.g. CIF London.- is a contract based on the discharge portMore ..... FOB (free on board) used in international trade (INCOTERMS)FOBFOB – free board (named port), e.g. FOB Newcastle NSW. This is one of the most commonly used terms (INCOTERMS) in sales contracts related to the carriage of
goods by sea. More..... Members of the Baltic exchangeBaltic Exchange undertake to follow a strict practice. More..... Vessel charter marketLasting vessels operating on the charter markets are bulk carriers, tankers, combined carriers (e.g. OBOs) or freezer vessels, although there is also a charter market for different purpose vessels and special purpose vessels More ..... common charter compoundsMany
terms related to chartering of ship brokers and other ships, mainly in order to save time and effort in communication. Boat managers may be exposed to many acronyms and abbreviations in charter documents, such as telesed travel arrangements and market reports. More..... Tanker freight world scale Worldscale is the code name of the New Worldwide Tanker Nominal Freight Scale, published by the
Worldscale Association (London) Limited and the Worldscale Association (NYC) IncMore..... Home|| Cooling || Machinery|| Services || Valves || Pumps || Auxiliary capacity || Propeller shaft || Steering || Ship stabilizers|| Cooling|| Air conditioning || Deck machines|| Fire Protection|| Ship employment || Home || ||
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